Let K be an algebraic number field and o the ring of algebraic integers in K. If o is a principal ideal domain (p.i.d.) then any finite extension A/K has an integral basis over o (i.e., the ring of integers D = £)(A) of A is a free o-module). The converse of this was shown by Mann [S]. More precisely, he proved that if o is not a p.i.d., there is a quadratic extension A/K which has no integral basis over o. Thus o is a p.i.d. if and only if every quadratic extension of K has an integral basis. One can also show ([7] or the corollary below) that if K contains a primitive cube root of 1, then o is a p.i.d. if and only if every cyclic extension of degree 3 has an integral basis. However, the analogous theorem with 3 replaced by a prime p>3 is false.
C(M)
First we show that no higher (i.e., wild) ramification occurs. For let I be a prime of K dividing I, and suppose 1° exactly divides (1 -X). Let ? be a prime of A dividing I, say ib exactly divides I. Now, 1 -p= H, (I -v(<x)) where a runs over the Galois group G of K/K. Since 1-ju is divisible by tn = (l-f)'2', at least one of the factors (which we may take to be (1-a) ) is divisible at least by %abf. But, for any r/£G, o-^l, we have <r(a) -a = (£> -l)a for some 0<j<Zr.
Since 2\a and (£'-1) | (f'r_1 -1) which is exactly divisible by 8aI>'r"1, we have cr(a)-a divisible at most by 8°61'-1. Hence, in the S-adic metric on A, a is closer to 1 than to any of its conjugates <r(a). Then, by Krasner's Lemma (see, e.g., [8, p . 82]), letting K* and A* denote the completions of K and A at 2, we have A*=7£*(a)CA'*(l) =K*.
Hence, £ is unramified over K and, indeed, of degree 1 over K. Since/'(a) =lr(a)^~1, the only possible divisors of 35 are the divisors of p. Clearly pi, • • • , p< are completely ramified in A so that 35 is exactly divisible by pf_1. On the other hand, it is easily seen that the inertial field for any prime divisor of qy (l^j^t) is K((p)111) = K(al'~1). (To see this: q( is unramified in K((p)in), for we can easily find p'=filp where qy is prime to p' and K((p)111) = K((p'y").
Also, clearly, the ramification index of any divisor of q,-in A is at least lr~l, whence it is exactly lr~l.) Thus, 35 is exactly divisible by qj(r _1) = qTi~l. Hence,
(Here, ~ means "belongs to the same ideal class as.") Hence C(£)(A))
The case 1 = 2 is similar. Choose a prime p|2 in the class c. Take primes pi and p3 in the same class mod m as p, and take p2 in the class of p~2 mod m, where m is a power of 2 large enough to avoid higher ramification. Then pip2p2 = (p) where p = 1 (mod tn). Let a be a root of /(x)=x2"-/ 
